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Abstrqct

ution (1 - 3 m) space
of GCPs of the earth cover

ellipsoid is assumed anc
nted for. Determinins the

scale between the identified points provides for precise recti of the space images.

1. Introduction
became quite topical

and remote sensins of
the Earth. Research in this spocific area gained i us impetus after
the first satellite irnages of the Earth with resolution from 1.0 to 3.0 rn were
received. The process of rapid improvement of cameras and scanner

Apparata (SFA) was
with focal distance
used. They provide

H = 270 kni) provides
the scanner systems
600 km to 680 lcm and

teaturing an image resolution of 1 rn. are sirnilar.

In the paper, a sffict method for georeference of
images is suggested, through determination of the coordir
using GPS measuements. As a projection plane a reference (
the ellipsoid heights of tlre identifies GCpJ of the cover are z

In the last decade, high-resolution space im
in the communities dealing with large scale mappi

systems [1,5], as well as of their carriers - Space Fly
triggered. Nowadays, cameras of the type KVR-I:
f = 10 m, flying at height h = 220 km (Fig.l)
resolution of 2.0 m. Camera KFA-3000 (f = 3.0 m
resolution of 2-3 m. The results provided b
QuickBird, EROS-8, IKONOSI, orbitine ar heishts r

are launched to hig;her orbits, lenses are used to insu
f = 10 m as is the case with IKONOS.

The current state-of'-the-art with satellite
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n the scanner systems
long focal distanoes

images provides real



f avaiiable maps,
and research tasks
rtual position of
i8ton.

refer the
GCP) of the

orts to supply the
of great importance

to know the geometricai characteristics of the vario types of satellite
ilnages (scenes), Users have to take them into conside tipn when choosing

lmage
scene

y pays special
attention to this problern tll. He makes the conclusion t ; most of the users

for satellite image

This was confirrmed by the distributor of the n-Israeli grollp
IAVCore of the EROS satellite on a conference or by the Ministry of

stated that, with
scene by GFS

this corresponds
rneasurelnents, precision increases 3 to 4 times. Actua
to the resolution of the satellite image.

cpn only provide a

treated in a 2D-coor<linate system (the case with
aqellite images are
rlal photography),

The various companies and corporations tnake ,

users with adequate sclftware to solve this problem. It is

the program packages for processing of these images.
Prof. Gordon petrie from the Glassow Un

aro aware that the gteater part of the prograrn packager
processing are unable rto handle geomeiricil coniieuraiio

Defence of the Republlic of Bulgaria in October,-ZOOL.
immediate determining of the GCp coordinates of

As for remote sensing software, a 1ot of packages
very sirnple geometrical rnodel of the images. Often, i

marking no lieu with thoir real geometry, possible relief sl
In the last case, rectiflcation is rnade using the rnethod ofIt is based on calculation of poiynomials, aiming
generally coincide with the referent coordinate sys
removing the scene' s gr:ometrical defbrmations.

To lirlfill its modern functions: small scale t
revision of maps, rnonitoring of the environment, keep
land scene changes el.c., satellite images with higi
undergo some prelirninary processing [2J,5,6] :

- high-precision coordinate reference of
rneasurements;

- image rectification, accounting for changes
and relief palttern;

- using l.he Earth (ref'erent) ellipsoid as a project- taking into consideration ellipsoid heights;

ift or irnage slope.
"rLlbber sheet".

make the image
gf the map, not

graphic mapping,
a precise track of
iolution have to

GCPs by cPS

scale coefficients
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the aims of objec:tives of these modern satellite i

uation of the results.
ugh to correspond to

2. New mathematical model for. coo te connection of the
grouncl control points from the satelli rmage

The information which is received and at sateliite images is
versatile with respect to both the determined ele

- uslng strict methods for processing and
Under these conclition we wili have results precise

time and space. For this reason, the coordinates
refer to different orthogonal coordinate systems. as

- The coordinates of GCp X j,y j,Z j , ( j
earth scene refer to the Greenwich equatorial
system X,Y,Z, having its origin O in the

nts and their location in
f the determined values
llows:
1,2,...,k) from the real

geocentric coordinate
's mass center, axis Z

the cross point of the
pointing to the central pole, and axis X pointing t
Equator and the Grreenwich meridian (Fig. 1).

-o**

Fig. I
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Fig.2

- The coordinates of the satellite _ Xo',yk',Zk',
detennined in the inertial equatorial geocentric
X',Y',2' (Fig, 1).

- The coordinates of the images j (x,y,z),6 of
centric- satellite inertial coordinate system x,y,z (Fig.

Quite often, in mathematical processing and
precision of coordinate reference and rectification of t
are used where only the x,and );coordinates of the
determined, thereby actually handling the image rn a 2D
As stated and substantiated above, these equations,
coefficients, do not provide a crear and accurate idea
configuration of the image.

According to Fig. 1, we can draw the following
between the centric-satellite vector-radiu s F*i ,g"o."rrt
and topocentric vector-r'adius Fo, , referred to the inertial
namelv:

m) are

system

GCPs are in tl:re

valuation of the
scenes, formulae

GCPs imases are

rdinate system.
ived of scale

f the geornetrical

inate relation
vector-radius i:o

ntric systems,
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(1)

where:

€r,'*r7tn1 +(2t1 =|
au, and 6n, are the satellite,s

accordingly.

F, = (x', y,,2,)i' - coordinates of
coordinate system

in = (X' ,y' ,2,)o' - coordinates
coordinater system

where:

(3) Poi =

G,y,r)n,
irnage;
(r,y,r),

coordinate system O on the satellite image (Fig. 2).
unit vector Do o7 , whereas equation (3) will be uses

F*1 = (R, ,k

k

ia and declination.

GCP- j ininerrial

f satellite in inertial

hat

'i in

-v."k

!k

.kj

tor

:en,tI

Dkj

:e

Lnz

1

Let us ass

(Fig.2) of ground
as follows:

(2) Dnj

7 on the space irnage

al coordinate s,ystem is

(xrj-xn)'+0u-yo)'t(z r2
i ako)

coordinates of the image of G - i on the satellite

coordinates of the main point the scene Cl, obtained
frorn the perpendicular drawn fro
lens's fbcal plane.

the hind poinr ol'the

In reality, rthe main point does not coincide with the origin of the
om (2), we receive the

a norm factor:
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(4) Do *j

Formulae (1)-(4) provide the opportunity to defi
satellite irnage in a centric-s,atellite in.ertiol coordinat
coordinate reference of the images suggests that
Greenwich system defined above, in which the centric-
is as fbllows:

" cosd*r p,
F*1= Prl s cosdo, = PnllTol =

lr
l, r,j

f r f T r tr

_ lt', 1 I *l*oi-**l lx,
P*i = PrilrTr, 

I= o_ 
pnal lot - tr" l=l 

y j

lht ) "' 
l'0, - ,* I lz,

(8)

(5)

ite vector-radius

Pr1 = ,,!(X, - X)" + (Yi -Y)" + (zi - Zu)

- 
^lu 

is the star tirne at Greenwich, corresponding the moment tuot
receiving o1 the satellite imase. The inates of IUIA-
(X,Y,Z)* and of the GCp - (X,y,Z), are rn the Greenwich

the point frorn the
s:ys'tem. Eut the
be done in 1.he

Dno , which

eocentric sys,tem,

where:

(6)

coordinate system.

Using the operato r F", we can obtain the unit
points to GCP- j from the scene in the Greenwich
namely:

fioi"

From formulate

(t)

l''tl
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or we can draw the following relation:

(e),

where:

(10) - scale coefficient

l.r-'"f D,, -,1x,-xr|llri-Inl=
lri - *,) Poi 

ltl, - ;r )

o"1

b.l
;,)

(1 1)

- sin wsin f)cosi,

*sin wcosf)cosi,

Dti
mhi =

Pot

The operator

transition from the
coordinate system.

(13)

4=4' u
Greenwich

an orthogonal lX

coordinate sy to

accomplishing the

the s' atellite - c entric

which are

knLot; w -

a,, b, and c,, i=1,2,3 are elements of t matrtx Pn,
function of the Eruler angles (Fig.l): f)_ length of
argument of the pericenter, i - orbit slope have the f

he ascending
llowing form:

f linear equations to

f) - cos w sin O, cos i,
b, = stnw C) + cos wcosC)cosi.

bt = cosw tr,

c, =cosC)sini,

From formulae (9), substituting (10) and (11 , we can obtain:

_X

-Yk

-Z

- From equations (13) we obtain a system
determine the coordinates of the GCps of the imase.
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(14)

(15)

uatior

-Yo)

-Yn)

-v\rk,)

at(Z i - Z)l
- Zu))

- z)l

Equation (14) canbe also presented in the fbrm:

h'(Zi

g'(Z i

(16)

imo,N o, + xoo

mnjFoj * yuo ,

where, according to (lL4), we have:

\4Qr1-r zp"

OYui = Xi - Xo, 6Y*t =Yi -Yu u M =2,-Zu
x*j, !q, zpi - the definable coordinates of the i hges of the GCPs

on the satellite image;
xko, !b, Z1,o - the coordinates of the main

lmage;

X j, Yj, Z, - geocentric Greenwich coordinates
earth cover;

Xo, Yn, Zn - geocentric Greenwich coordinates
pomt;

ai, b,, ci, i == 7,2,3 - elements of the orthogo

Po - function of the Euler angles C), w, i.

3. Determination of the correction equations
For every point j fiom the satellite image, whic

irit of the satellite

of a GCP from the

of the "hind" lens

turns to be image

qualtitiosof GCP- 7 from the earth scens, we have tweive
according to equations (14), accordingly (15).

(17) X1, Y1, 21, X1r, Y1r, Z1r, (11r, wp, i1r, xpo,
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whersas their approximately values will be denoted

(18) x,o ,Y,o ,Z,o ,xoo ,yuo ,zoo ,eno ,w1,o

Linearrzing equations (14), accordingly
point 7 from the scene of the

coordinates j = (, y eIr; ,yields correction equat

Pn, - weight coefficient

The values Ao,Eu,e ,,fiooin correction oquat

15), for ea.ch support
pace image with

Pkj

(19) should br:
considered as partial derivatives of the coordinates , !p7, Zp1, nafnely

(20)

(21)

whereas En = -e i, the index
of satellite, and the index " i"
GCPs of the scene.

",t" is differentiation the coordinates
- differentiation alo the coordinates of the

unknown values (17)

(22)

The correction vectors dSo,din,dR,,dino of
for the approximate values of (1g) have the form:
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V,"ki

dSn

di'

dR,

(23)

,r)n'

di)n'

dz)u'

,lZ),'

dr)n"'

=('. vv

=(aa dw

=(ax dy

=(ax dy

4. Obtaining equations to determine the values

uat

43

di^ = (dx dy

For the vector of the free term Io, we have:

() 4\

where:

i ni = (* y ,)0,' - the defined values of the co

To obtain the partial derivatives, constitutins ele
(20), (21) and (ZZ), it is necessary to succesiivel
coordinates xrj, !p7, rn, 

^ 
relation to the Euler angles

coordinates of the gro,und points GCp _ j (X y
coordinates of RlfA-(X y Z)o andto coordinates (x

4.1, Partial derivatives of the value ,,4u

According to equation (22), it is necessary to d
coordinates frorn (14), accordingly (12), in relation to
only values ai,b;, c;, (i = 7,2,3) are function of the
necessary to differentiate Nn,,Fo,,0n,, according to the

along (74), accordingly (15);
i'0, = (r' y' z')n,' - the measured coordinates c

x*1 , !p1 , Zp1

the space irnage

nts of the matr:ix
differentiate the

A,w,i), the space

)7, the Greenwich

Y z)n".

rentiate the image
w, i). But since

angles, it is



(26)

,i) n

)

coordinates from (,r, l,z)orin relation to (X y )r' ana (x y z),' ,
equations (I4), accordingly (15), should be

4.2. Partial derivatives of the values B**

As statecl above, to obtain the derivat

- D,.,
scale mo, =;, rfollowing formula (10), and

Gleenwich coordinates. Having in rnind this fac
using equations:

4ol _o(mo,Fo) =* a(
0(9,w,i)o 6(Q,w,i)t "'ki 

A({r, ,i) r,

)

of the reflectance

which means both the

, On, are function of the

we will differentiate,

O\I ,I,11 )r(j)
A(D \
"\rkj/

mo,is calctlated

defonnations of
and the orisin of the

a(x,Y,z)k(j) a(x,Y,z)k(j, - a(x,Y,Z)ua)

=, 
oZoj 

-= o(moi1o) 
= 

o(moi)
a(x,Y,z)k(j) a(x,Y,Z)k(j) - Aq,Y,Z)oa)

The essential thing here is that the scale
for each available GCp fron the cover, with the o
the irnage betweerL each determined reflectance po
coordinate svstem.

4.3. Equation to determine the derivatives
(x, y, z)1,o
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Following equation (22) and the system of 1i equations (14),
accordingly (15), and having in mind that, according
determininE rfl*j, the clistance Drofthe irnage is used,

a function of the coordinates of the main point x*,,
Based on this, we have the following meanings for the

o equation (10), in
ula (3), which is

on picture O.

Dnoi

the origin of the

thernatical rnodel
of GCPs frorn

V, z)uj having its
3D rnodel of the
te sensing of the

iected GCP as a

the geometric
ion of the space

(28) D=

(d

\4 kj

The essential thing here is that the scale coefllc nt m*jis calculated
fbr each available GCp frorn the cover, with the o defbnnations of
the irnage between each determined reflectance point a
coordinate system.

Correction equation (19) has the form:

(29) irr, = Aoain + Ekdik + e ,an, + Dk"dik" +

6.Conclusion

As a conclusion we will note that the developed n
provides the opportunity fbr georectification of the ima
the cover in a 3D satellite-centric coordinate svstem (
origin O in the lens's hind point, thereby obtaining a
irnage. Usually, in the program packages used in rem

included,which provides the
deforrnation of the scenes and
images, accordingly.

opportunity to deter
to perform a precise

pkj

Earth, the irnages of thie GCps are rectified in a sround coordinate system
(*, y)n:. The essential point here is that we obtain the
image and it is possible to determine the shift of the
result ofthe cover pattern and slope.

geometry of the

In the obtained equations, the scale coeffici
Dri

m= ' Namo
Poi
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Pesrcnde

olpeAenrHe Koopltt4HurkrTe Ha onopHr.rre TorrKu (
3eMHa noBbpxHoclf c froMorrlTa Ha Gps rrMepB;
rroBbpxHprHa ce npr4eMa peoepeHTeH (3eMeH)
oTqI4TaT eII4[COIIAHI4Te BI,ICOqI4HLI HA pIIleHTkIbU
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